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Seek not good from without, seek good from within. 

Epictetus 

Greco- Roman architecture is defined and known all over the world for its sheer

magnificence, huge columns, defined structures and iconic beauty. Whenever

we think of large, beautiful structures there is a strong possibility we are

thinking of a building built in the Greco Roman architectural style, such is its

strong influence over design through the ages.
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UNDERSTANDING GRECO ROMAN

Magnificence epitomized, ebullient grandeur, these are the things that Greco

Roman architectural style is known for. Here is an overview…

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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INFLUENCE OF

GRECO-ROMAN 

 ARCHITECTURE

Maison Carrée 
Maison Carree an ancient Roman temple in Nîmes, southern France is known

to be one of the best preserved Roman temples to survive in the territory of the

former Roman Empire. It is a former Roman temple found in the territory of

the Roman Empire. It has one of the best maintained facades from the Roman

Empire. The Greco-Roman influence can be seen in the large Corinthian order.

Coloseum 
Colosseum is inspired by Ancient Greek architecture. The influence can be seen

in the numerous arches and columns. The Colosseum is one of the largest

amphitheaters ever built and is located in Rome, Italy.
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INFLUENCE OF GRECO ROMAN ARCHITECTURE

Here are some of the most famous and magnificent structures that have been

influenced by the Greco Roman architectural style.
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WITH INPUTS FROM THE VARIOUS ONLINE SOURCES  
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The trends for designer bathrooms are rising with the newest textures,

patterns, prints, finishes, and styles of all sorts available to meet consumer

demands. Roca, the leading manufacturer of sanitaryware has collaborated

with renowned Brazilian architect Ruy Ohtake and has launched its award

winning collection of basin, which will give your bathroom a new makeover. 

The collection by architect RuyOhtake has been developed with Roca’s

exclusive material Fineceramic and is made with organic lines and a timeless

design, 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Roca has recently won the Red Dot Award for its newly launched basin

collection, designed by renowned Brazilian architect Ruy Ohtake.
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